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Section 5. Rook.

Goals:

1. Introduce how a rook moves and captures pieces.

2. Introduce the concept of "attack".

3. Learn to attack pieces of the opposite colour with a

rook.



Visual cards

The king can't be

captured, so don't use it in

the exercises.

Use one hand to capture

pieces! Train this skill from

the very beginning.



Visual cards



Brief theory



Brief theory



The Rook moves

I explain how the rook moves on the demo board. I use

colored magnets.

After that I put a white rook on an empty demo board

and ask students to show where it can move. Students

may use colored (green) magnets. The same is for a

black rook.

I use green magnets to show that the rook

can move to e4, e3, e6, e7, e8, d5, f5, g5,

h5. I explain that the rook cannot jump

over the pieces of the same colour or
stand on the same square with them. I put

red magnets on e1, b5, a5. You cannot go

on red lights!



The Rook moves

Face-to-face sessions with students on their personal

boards are conducted similarly to explaining the lesson

on the demo board. You may vary the colour of pieces

and the number of obstacles.

You can ask students to set up a

simple position on the board. For

example, take a white rook, put

it on b4, take a white pawn, put

it on b6, and show where the

white rook can move to.



Do exercises in the workbook



The Rook captures

I explain on the demo board how the Rook captures

pieces of opposite colour.

The king cannot be captured, so don't use it in the

exercises.

I use only one hand when capture a piece.

I set up a position on the demo board.

Then I ask a student to show how the

rook captures.



Do exercises on the demo board

The rook can capture one pawn. Which one?

I ask a student to show which of the two pawns the rook can

capture.



Do exercises in the workbook



Introducing the concept of "attack"

I explain the concept of "attack" through familiar games.

For example,

• What games do you like to play?

• What sports games do you like to play?

• Do you know football? To score a goal in football, you

have to attack.

• The same is in chess. To capture the opponent's piece,

you need to attack it.

I set up a position on the demo

board, explain and show that

after the move Rd1 the white rook

will attack the black bishop,

wanting to capture it.



Do exercises in the workbook



Section 6. Bishop.

Game "Attack and Run Away" 

For example,

1. Rh5 Bd3

2. Rd5 Ba6

3. Ra5 Bc8

4. Rc5 Bf5

5. Rf5

In the end student should
capture your piece.



Section 7. Queen.

Game “Trap a piece"

There are two ways:
1. Qd7, or 1. Qd5

1.Qg7 1.Ba6



Section 8. Knight.

Since the knight's move consists of two parts, different

countries have their explanations for how the knight

moves. You can use them.

The knight can jump over pieces!

The pieces that the knight jumped over remain on the

board.

I also draw students' attention

to the fact that from the initial

position the knights on can

move immediately.



Section 9. Pawn.

1. A pawn from the initial position can move d one or two

squares straight forward. Also this will be necessary to

explain the en passant capture.

2. Pawns, in contrast to other pieces, cannot move

backwards.

3. The Pawn captures the piece diagonally, as opposed to

the way it moves. And the Pawn cannot capture the piece

diagonally backwards.

4. Pawn promotion.

5. En passant capture.



Section 10. Defence. Double attack.

Why did I include this section in the Programme?

First, this section helps to repeat previous topics,

concepts.

Second, I introduce a new concept "defence". It will

be needed when we teach students how to protect

the king from check. That's why I'm introducing this

concept as early as possible.

And I introduce the first chess tactic, the double

attack.



Section 11. King.

1. The king is the most important piece in chess. You

can attack it, but you can't capture it.

2. Introducing the concept of "getting under attack".

3. The king cannot capture a defended piece.

4. The king cannot stand under the attack of the

opposite colour pieces.

5. King's double attack.



Section 12. Check.

1. I introduce the concept of "an attack on the king

is check".

2. I teach students to check the king with different

pieces. I explain that the king cannot check the king.

3. I teach students to defend the king from a check.

There are three ways to do this.

4. I introduce the concept of a discovered check

and teach students to make a discovered check.

5. I introduce the concept of double check and

teach students to double check.



Section 13 Castling. 

1. I introduce the concepts of "castling", "short

castling", "long castling".

2. I teach students how to make short castling and long

one.

3. I explain the rules when castling is not allowed.

4. I introduce the concept of "attacked square".



Section 13 Castling. 

In this position, the white king can't

castle. Since the black bishop

doesn't allow the white king to f1,

through which it is going to move to
ɡ1.



Section 14. Checkmate.

1. I introduce the concept of "checkmate".

2. I explain that checkmate is the goal of playing chess.

3. I teach students how to checkmate a king with different

pieces.

4. I explain that a king cannot checkmate a king.



Section 15. Draw.

1. I introduce the concept of "draw".

2. I introduce a quantitative assessment of the final

result of a chess game.



Section 15. Draw.

3. I explain the simplest types of draw.

4. I introduce the concept of "stalemate".

5. I explain that stalemate is a draw.



Difference between 

checkmate and stalemate



1. I introduce the concepts of

"play by rules", "chess rules".

2. I explain the basic rules of

conduct during the game.

3. I introduce the concept of

"chess clock".

4. I introduce the chess clock.

5. I explain the basic rules of

playing with the clock.

Section 16. Chess rules. 



How to use the clock?

1. Turn on the clock.

2. You make a move and

then press the button on

top.

3. Press the clock with the

same hand you make

moves on the board.

Chess clock can look

different. But the rules of

using them are the same.



Section 16. Chess clock.



Thank you very much 

for your attention!


